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Adobe Experience Manager 6 Developer Exam Guide. 2. 2. After logging on, If you have never taken an Adobe exam
before, you will be instructed to create a Profile. After creating your Profile, you will be instructed to update your opt-in
Settings.

He is a hands-on problem solver with experience leading large multinational, multi-site platform projects. As
mentioned in my previous article , most mature AEM installations involve multiple sites, but nearly all began
as a single site before expanding to support more. Setting up the right structures makes it easy for developers
to do the right thing. Getting multi-site wrong early will haunt you as long as the sites live. Chicago Bores ,
the demo of which is available to download at the bottom of this article. The Page Root Provider in ACS
Commons gives your code a simple, reliable way to determine the homepage of the site pertinent to the
request being processed. This allows you to: Write OSGi services and components with generic code that
executes on content specific to the applicable site. Easily reference the homepage node from code for complex
use cases as well as simple tasks like rendering a link to the homepage. Contextual Path Browser Field: The
main benefits include: Less clutter and clicks for authors, automatically putting them where they need to be.
Authors working on multiple sites are far less likely to accidentally navigate into an incorrect site and
potentially create invalid links. Shared Component Properties in ACS Commons solves both of those issues,
allowing a property to be set once for an entire site, but still different on individual sites. This component
needs to link to the same page and have the same copy on all pages of the Green Bay Peckers site, but have a
different link and potentially different copy on the Chicago Boars site. Shared Component Properties allows
this component to do just that, with no specialized coding on the part of the developer. There are numerous
applications of Shared Component Properties, even in non-multi-site solutions. I encourage you to check out
the main documentation page for Shared Component Properties to learn more. In summary, benefits include:
Allowing repeated component copy and configs to be authorable without putting a burden on authors to
maintain on multiple pages. Allowing shared properties to be internationalized via standard AEM translation
as opposed to a solution using the design dialog. Sharing properties within a sling: Sharing properties across
sling: Ability to simplify headers, footers, and other site-wide content to no longer require the use of an
iparsys. Simple â€” it is extremely useful, everyone especially clients loves it, and it costs you nothing to
implement. Living style guides are so highly touted by UI designers, front-end developers, and marketers, that
the term is a buzzword applied to nearly all style guides these days, regardless of whether they are actually
living. However, when you do a living style guide in AEM, you get the real thing. Though few people will
argue against the usefulness of a living style guide, many will claim that such a construct is too expensive to
produce and maintain. Your front end developers are already authoring components in all of their variations in
order to style them. As such, the only overhead for a front-end developer is the original setup of the style
guide page structure perhaps a day and incremental overhead of exporting their authored content from AEM to
the codebase literally seconds. Your QA personnel is likely testing components by authoring them completely
from scratch, repeating the work that is already being done by your front-end developers. Because a complete
style guide requires all variations of the component to be displayed, it is a forcing factor to ensure your
developers actually work through all variations, thus reducing the number of bugs that make it to QA in the
first place. Benefits of a living style guide include: The ability for developers to easily verify a styling change
across multiple sites and components. Otherwise, download the presentation deck and associated code demo to
dig directly into the details yourself.
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AEM Sites is a content management system within Experience Manager that gives you one place to create, manage,
and deliver digital experiences across websites, mobile sites, and on-site screens to make them global in reach, yet
personally relevant and engaging.

These credentials enable the integration to access and work with the Gigya database. For the full list of
available providers, refer to the global configuration object page. If left empty, the default depth is 2. Hover
over your site until the toolbar appears, and select the View Properties icon. Click the Edit icon on the top left.
Select the Cloud Services tab. Click Add Configuration and select Gigya Core from the list. In the drop-down
list that appears, select your cloud. Save your settings by clicking the Done V icon in the top left. If it is not
part of your site package please contact your Gigya Account Manager. To configure your Gigya account
appropriately: This ensures email uniqueness: Select the Enable retrieving email addresses permission in the
Permissions page in the console. Check any other permissions you need see information about all the available
permissions. Since AEM requires a unique email per account, clicking this link would lead to an error,
because it allows creating a second account with the same email. Go to the Screen-sets page in the Gigya
console. Even though you have specified that Email is the primary user identifier, it may not appear as a
required field in the registration dialogs. To make sure, do the following: To add RaaS components: In the
main menu, select Sites and select your site from the list. Click the Open icon to open the site in Site Editor.
Make sure you are in Edit Mode. If you are using the new UI: Select the Components tab. Scroll down to the
Gigya category and find the component you want to add: Add the components using drag-and-drop. If you are
using the old UI: Find the section in the page to which you want to add the RaaS component and click its Edit
button. Drag the component into your page. This is relevant for older sites or if you have created a mobile
screen-set yourself. By default, sites that are set up in the Gigya console after October use the same adaptive
screen-set for desktop and mobile devices. By default, the component will be displayed in the page as a link,
which can be clicked by the visitor to open the screen-set in a pop-up box. Check this option if you want the
screen-set to be embedded within the page, instead. The text of the link that will be shown if the screen-set is
not embedded. See Default Screen-Sets for more information. Publishing to the Storefront When you are done
making changes, publish them to the storefront as follows: They can be removed from the Custom Gigya
Schema Fields dialog option if preferred. Any implementations using a GConnector prior to 6.
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Hi Ratna. AEM 6 Developer Description A typical candidate has a minimum two years' total CMS experience and one or
more years' experience with CQ 5.x/AEM ; and a minimum two years' experience as a Java developer.

Solid experience with CQ5 building blocks including templates, components, dialogs, widgets and DAM
workflows. Translating business requirements into technical details relevant to AEM. Creating Multifield
components, Migration of the components from one project to other project. Debugging the issues on RTE
while using multifield components. Good experience in Sightly scripting language. Integrating Akamai into
the AEM instance for caching the customer facing websites. Setting up and configuring AEM Author and
Publish instances and ensuring all code works in both environments. Created Component Guide and Training
videos for product owners with respective of the website which I created, guiding them about the usage of
components for Content authoring Worked on implementing Responsive design on CQ5 platform using
frameworks like Twitter Bootstrap and other CSS frameworks. Analyzing security scan report, discussing and
fixing the severities in the website with middle ware team before deploying to stage. Created Redirecting
service on the basis of run modes for home page in case of emergency. Implementing test cases for reading the
data with in AEM and generating a PDF Ticket , showing up the messages on the PDF depending upon the
travel dates and the the train on which passenger is travelling Supporting production environment with
resolving application errors including backend. Therefore, all Sales and SSO related web sites developed in
this project are compatible for desktop, mobile, and tablet devices. Expert in configuring author and publish
agents. Integrating backend jobs with CQ5 for daily Cron jobs. Having experience working with social
communities for creating sites, resources, my Assignments and also developed learning path catalog for
learning resources. Involved in creating Cq: Responsible for checking cross browser compatibility and hence
worked on different browsers like Safari, Internet Explorer, Mozilla Firefox and Google chrome. Map existing
site pages to CQ5 templates. Understand existing site structure and navigation. Conducted detailed analysis of
user requirements and formulated technical requirements. Participated in meetings related to application
architecture, designing and development. Performed Unit Testing on developed modules and involved in
trouble shooting the components. Analyze functional and business requirements for optimum utilization of
CQ5 components and performance. Assisted in functioning of CQ5 solutions by documentation and validation
procedures of non-functional requirements. Train business users on how to use CQ5 to modify content and
publish. Created scaffold for the migration structures products, timezones, states and countries, etc.
Programmatically created cq pages using the scaffold and the data in site core exported as xml. Users can view
the data using the scaffold and update the same Users can create new cq pages using the scaffold Helped to
setup an auto-generated mail using html template concept, which sends the requested information upon user
request by filling a form GIT is used as a distributed revision control system for code. Create and maintain
customer-facing Adobe CQ5 content management systems. Developed custom components, customized forms
for Internet and Intranet sites of the company. Setup and configure Authoring and Publishing environments,
replication agents, CQ5 dispatcher to cache the landing pages html and serve as the static pages from Apache
Worked on CQ5 Forms customization by developing the custom form fields, writing the custom constraints
for form fields and specifying the global validation resource type at the form level. Provide author training to
business users to familiarize them with the design and usage of the system Environment:
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ACS AEM Samples (code examples used to educate AEM developers on how to do certain things) ACS AEM Common
(Nice collection of commonly used components that can be reused by developers) ACS AEM Tools (wide collection of
tools that can be used to ease the life of an aem developer).

Assets Assets Insights With Asset Insights, unique to AEM, customers can gain immediate insights into how
specific assets are performing and use that information to optimize their investments in creative that drives
marketing campaigns. Asset Insights provides a unified view of the usage and performance of an asset across
marketing campaigns, projects, and channels. Assets Templates AEM 6. Customers can now leverage
self-service Asset templates based on Adobe InDesign to create and export brochures, flyers and print ads that
speeds time to market while complying with brand guidelines and break digital and print silos with consistent
messaging across channels leveraging AEM platform. Brand Portal Brand Portal is a cloud based SAAS
offering to empower customers to effortlessly distribute approved assets to internal teams and external
agencies, partners and scale distributed marketing efforts. Catalogs Catalogs capability within AEM Assets
allows customers to leverage pre-designed InDesign templates to generate new catalogs straight from
Experience Manager, target print channel, saving significant time and layout costs. New calendar view to
monitor tasks New, enhanced task inbox capability to preview assigned tasks, act quickly with one click
actions New workflow progress visualization to easily monitor ongoing workflows New asset check in and
check out capability in web UI for improved collaboration. Users working with remote files, while
simultaneously handling network data transfer operations in the background, will have a better local desktop
experience. File Support AEM now uses Photoshop and Acrobat-quality image and PDF libraries to support
high quality file operations such as conversion, previewing, raster and creating thumbnails and preserving
color and embedded color profiles, using Adobe ICC profiles or your own. New 3D file format support.
Repurpose 3D assets to accelerate time to market and save on production costs. Upload, manage, view, and
render 3D content created from Creative Cloud or many popular 3D applications. Easily rotate, zoom, change
colors, textures, backgrounds stages and lighting on 3D objects to create a new set of images from an infinite
number of camera angles to use in digital marketing campaigns. New Adobe Imaging library with wider image
formats handling, performance improvements New Adobe PDF library with wider, improved support for PDF
and Illustrator files Metadata New capabilities to provide more streamlined metadata workflows, improved
metadata quality associated with assets. Related Assets AEM 6. New Related Assets capability to manually
relate assets with similar traits or belonging to same campaign or project View relationships on asset
properties page. Scalability and Performance AEM 6. The technology can automatically tag images with
keywords based on photo type macro, portrait, etc. New machine learning based Smart Tags capability to
automatically tag images, improve discover ability and reduce time to market New Smart Tags moderation
capability to further improve Smart Tags and search results by promoting relevant Smart Tags and deleting
irrelevant ones User Experience AEM 6. These Assets Best Practices documents include:
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Adobe Experience Manager Adobe Experience Manager (AEM), is a comprehensive content management platform
solution for building websites, mobile apps and forms - making it easy to manage your marketing content and assets.

There are pros and cons to both approaches. Having the product data in the JCR also allows AEM to access
the information without having to make a call to the commerce platform every time. The con of having this
data in AEM is that it may present challenges in keeping the data in sync. While things like product name,
description, and image may not change often some more dynamic properties such as stock level, pricing, and
active status may demand a more real time approach. I have encountered two ways to import product data into
the JCR. This is accessible via the following links for classic UI and touch UI respectively: If you do not want
to use the provided Geometrixx importer you will need to install custom code for your particular commerce
provider and select it from the drop down. For hybris, rather than uploading CSV files, by installing the hybris
commerce bundle, you gain access to a similar importer customized for hybris: For both importers at least in
Classic UI mode you will enter a store name. The products are organized under nodes of the type sling: Folder
we have the base product. The base product will have the following properties: Other product data you will
often finder on these base product nodes are jcr: Also note the image node under the base product. This node
has a sling: The children of the base product are referred to as variants. A base product may have several
variants or it may have none at all. In the screenshot above we have the property cq: The product variant, like
the base product, will have the properties: In the case above, this property is flavor but will most likely be
color or size in most implementations. In these cases the cq:
6: AEM 6 Developer Exam | Adobe Community
The purpose of AEM CQ5 Tutorial is, If a beginner want to learn AEM he doesn't have any proper guide, where to start
learning aem from and how to learn AEM.

7: Advanced Methods for Enhancing Your AEM Website | Pluralsight
AEM 6 Developer Description A typical candidate has a minimum two years' total CMS experience and one or more
years' experience with CQ 5.x/AEM ; and a minimum two years' experience as a Java developer.

8: AEM CQ5 Tutorial for Beginners | AEM CQ5 Tutorials
Description. If you've never developed in Adobe Experience Manager (AEM) before, then this is the course you. In this
course, AEM Developer Fundamentals, you'll be introduced to AEM and develop a fundamental understanding of the
product.

9: AEM Developer Fundamentals | Pluralsight
AEM takes major steps to empower your teams to work more productively and efficiently with a broad range of
enhancements to support large scale operations including bulk ingestion, workflow processing, video processing and
encoding, handling large files, repositories, and more.
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